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With its cheap coal, Australian electricity prices were previously among the world’s lowest 

but are now among the highest. Picture: David Caird 

ENERGY costs and reliability have deteriorated over the past 15 years. 

With its cheap coal, Australian electricity prices were previously among the world’s lowest 

but are now among the highest. 

This has been caused by intensifying government regulations, especially those mandating an 

increasing share of subsidised renewable energy. 

Those renewable subsidies amount to a $5 billion-a-year charge on consumers and taxpayers 

and provide wind and solar systems with two to three times the revenue they would otherwise 

earn. 

This regulatory burden falls on households and businesses alike. Without subsidies there 

would be virtually no wind and solar energy. 



Nor would we be faced with consequences of the subsidies: the closure of coal and gas 

generators and disincentives to build new ones. 

We would not, in short, have the escalating power bills and declining reliability that is 

dogging electricity supply. 

Although state government measures contribute, the harmful renewable subsidies mainly 

derive from Commonwealth regulations. 

So, it is rank hypocrisy for Commonwealth politicians to vilify state governments for taking 

advantage of the subsidies Canberra offers. 

Nonetheless, state governments have acted with gross irresponsibility — partly because they 

are courting the green vote — in fostering wind and solar thereby undermining existing low-

cost, reliable coal-based electricity. 

South Australia, still blaming bad weather and the market manager for its electricity disaster, 

has a new plan. One part of this involves the installation of batteries. 

This was eagerly supported by the world’s leading “political entrepreneur”, Elon Musk, who 

has already pocketed $5 billion in US subsidies. 

Prime Minister Malcolm Turnbull saw a 

kindred spirit in Elon Musk. Picture: Kym Smith 

Prime Minister Malcolm Turnbull, with his history of opposition to fossil fuels and support of 

renewables, saw in Musk a kindred soul and talked up the possibilities. 



The prospect of more subsidies brought other battery supplying rent-seekers swarming to the 

honey pot with their own crackpot solutions. 

The fact is that batteries do not actually create energy they just allow it to be stored and used 

later. 

And spending $150 million in South Australia would give under four seconds of supply! 

Using Tesla technology to ensure reliable wind would cost South Australia $180 billion — 

twice its total state income. 

The South Australian plan also involves a new gas generator (to replace the coal one it forced 

to close last year). 

This is to be a reserve plant, to operate only when imports from Victoria are insufficient. 

With government policies claiming another scalp with the closure of Hazelwood, as well as 

price increases, electricity supply in Victoria and South Australia will frequently be on a 

knife edge. 

And South Australia’s plan may mean some Victorian blackouts while the state is exporting 

to a fully lit-up South Australia. 

And, even though the Victorian Government pursues the same economy-busting renewable 

energy subsidies as South Australia, it would reject a one-sided sharing arrangement whereby 

Victorians carried South Australia’s burdens. 

This would unwind the national electricity market. 

For 30 years cheap, reliable renewable energy has been an ever receding mirage. 

Despite subsidies, electricity from these technologies remains three times the cost of 

electricity from coal. To lower prices and restore reliability, governments should step aside 

and let markets determine supply choices. 

Alan Moran is the author of Climate Change: Treaties and Policies in the Trump Era, 

published last week. 

 


